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The Only Sod
You’ll Ever Need®
51 years experience sold on RTF Fallon, Nevada
Jerry Llamas, Landscape Specialist for the city of Fallon, Nevada
had this to say about RTF… “In the future the city will only plant
RTF in their lawn areas.”
Llamas had RTF sod installed on their baseball diamond that took
the abuse of three games per weeknight and six games on the
weekend throughout the baseball season. Both the city and Llamas
are completely sold on RTF. In addition to the regular games that
took place, the park also hosted the regional playoffs.
The cities next project is city hall and they feel RTF will be perfect to
not only withstand the heavy traffic areas, but to keep its trademark
gorgeous appearance. Llamas is always quick to comment on the
quality of the RTF sod.

200 soccer games in 3 days on RTF sod fields
- Boise, Idaho
Nearly 200 National Cup III regional games were played at the
Boise Capitals Soccer Complex in Meridian, Idaho. The regional
drew teams from California, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington
and Canada.
Coaches and parents raved about the field conditions. The tournament was played over the Fourth of July weekend.

“The surface at the Boise National Cup III Regional Tournament
was outstanding,” said Bob Poser of Santa Cruz SC (CA). “Even
after three days of play, the fields were still fast, smooth and a joy
to play on.”

Boys Town has success with RTF Omaha, Nebraska
Boystown has been using RTF turfgrass for several years with great
success. Randy Hassler, Grounds Foreman, Boystown National
Headquarters had this to say about RTF…“RTF’s overall appearance makes it very appealing around building entrances and we
find it is the best choice for athletic fields due to its wear tolerance.
From a maintenance standpoint we use less water and chemicals.
We would like to use RTF on all of our landscaping projects.”

RTF exceeds golf course superintendent’s
expectations - Louisville, Kentucky
RTF is the most advanced tall fescue blend on the market. DeWayne Diehl was looking for a bunker grass that would tolerate
the extremes of the transition zone. The fact that it recovered well
from divots and had very little disease activity was an added bonus.
Although he was skeptical that one grass could be so versatile, he
hasn’t been disappointed in his decision.
“RTF has exceeded my expectations by performing well all season
long.” DeWayne Diehl, Head Superintendent, Owl Creek Country
Club, Louisville, Kentucky.
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